Abstract. This article investigates the functioning of a swarm of robots, each of which receives instructions from the external human operator and autonomously executes them. An abstract model of functioning of a robot, a group of robots and multiple groups of robots was obtained using the notion of semi-Markov process. The concepts of aggregated initial and aggregated absorbing states were introduced. Correspondences for calculation of time parameters of concurrency were obtained.
Introduction
Mobile robots are widely applied for environmental monitoring in counterterrorism, ecology and intelligence systems and in systems for rectification of consequences of technological disasters, etc. Despite the differences among the multiple environments, in which the robot can operate (air, ground, above-water, underwater ones) and despite the differences in the performed functions, the robot as a controlled object, has typical structure comprised of a sensor subsystem, on-board control computer, actuating devices and mechanisms, as well as of means of communication with a remote control station. Computer-based control over the robotic units and mechanisms comes down to the performance of the sequence of actions that unfold in time. Each action can be characterized by a random time period, measured from the beginning of the action to its end, as well as by random transition to another action of the sequence, if there is an alternative of continuation.
Thus, semi-Markov process is an adequate model of control over the single robot, which is characterized by multiple states, random time of being in the states and the stochastic nature of transition into the conjugated state. In practice, the use of separate mobile robots is ineffective, so the group use of robots using the so-called swarm technologies is an actively developing field. In this regard, the development of new principles and approaches to the organization of control over the swarm, performing a common task, for example, the development of model control process, which is carried out with the temporary concurrence of the functioning and organization of several modeling circuits. A special case of such control is when the commands are given to the subgroup of robots, included into the group, and within the execution of external commands, each unit of the swarm retains its autonomy, which means that the commands are reduced to the realization of one of the cyclograms, that were programmed in the onboard computer during the design stage [2] [3] [4] [5] . Actions and status of each of the robots in the group, unfold in time, and switching from the current state to one of the possible following states is random for the external observer. Therefore, the same mathematical apparatus of semi-Markov processes can be used to model the functioning of organized swarms of robots [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] .
ML-parallel semi-Markov
To summarize the above said, it could be noted that in this section we will focus on the modeling of the so- ...
Processes (2) combine into L groups with M (l) elementary processes of type (2) in a group (Fig. 1 ). In
l group of the semi-Markov processes can be represented as 
M-L-parallel semi-Markov process has the following form:
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It is believed that l group of semi-Markov processes reaches the aggregated absorbing state, when the last process in the group, for example, the l m , switches to the state > @ l m a 2 , and there are no other semi-Markov processes in the l group, which have not reached one of M(l) absorbing states. In this case, the group has a single absorbing state, which is the aggregated absorbing state of group. We can assume without loss of generality that l group consists of elementary semi-Markov processes (2) , and thus the indices m are recalculated according to the indices l m using the correspondence:
The distribution density of time taken by the l group of semi-Markov processes to reach the aggregated absorbing state is calculated with the correspondence [11] [12] [13] where w l p -the probability that the l group of semiMarkov processes will be the last one out of L-parallel processes to reach the aggregated absorbing state:
Numerical characteristics of the distribution density (17) are calculated by correspondences:
The latency period for the l group of semi-Markov processes, which has already reached the aggregated absorbing state, before k group reaches its aggregated absorbing state, is defined as: In case when the fact of reaching of aggregated absorbing states by any K of L, K<L, groups of parallel processes, is of primary importance, the density of time distribution of the specified event is calculated by the correspondence 
which can take two values in accordance with (3.29 
For the distribution density (23) numeric characteristics can be found:
To determine the cost of a losing (winning) the "concurrency" it is necessary to use the procedures set forth in [11] [12] [13] . In this case, the cost of waiting should be calculated for the case when one group of semiMarkov processes is waiting for all the semi-Markov processes of another group to reach the aggregated absorbing state.
Conclusion
Thus, the model of functioning of a swarm of robots, in the form of ML-parallel semi-Markov process has been developed. The correspondences, determining the time intervals of switching from the current aggregated state to the conjugated aggregated states have been obtained, which makes it possible to estimate the time of the performance of a command given to a swarm of robots, with calculation accuracy of distribution density. Further research is associated with the development of simple engineering techniques for synthesis of optimal algorithms to control a swarm, basing on the theoretical assumptions and using win/loss cost in case of uncoordinated actions of separate robots of the swarm as the major criterion for optimization.
Benefit of proposed technology of modeling of swarm is that the operability and an effectiveness of a soft under development may be evaluated on the stage of design without costly experiments on real swarm.
